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Summary
This study is intended to examine Japanese workplace environments, identifying
problematic practices applied by Japanese companies that discourage the acquisition and retention of
global human capital. After identifying these problems, I seek to provide actionable solutions to
advance Japanese firms’ efforts to catch up to the rest of the developed world with regards to
globalization.
First, I will make the case for why Japanese companies must prioritize global integration
with a review of Japan’s insular reputation along with a measurement of Japan’s level of
globalization relative to it’s peers to make the case that Japan is struggling to globalize. This will be
followed by historical context and an explanation of Japan’s current challenges. This section will
close with an additional analysis as to how diversity can strengthen companies and benefit their
employees as well. After this, necessary changes based on findings from interviews and expanded
explanations of how they will provide benefit and how they can be implemented will be introduced.
There are three fundamental issues that hamper progress when it comes to global human
capital in Japan. These issues are outdated recruitment processes and dismal outreach to talent
outside of Japan, lackluster training relative to foreign competitors, and the linguistic barriers that
are a reflection of Japan’s insular culture. Three fundamental changes must be made to ensure the
survival of Japanese companies and Japan’s status in the world. The termination of the shukatsu
system of recruitment in lieu of the year-round hiring common across the globe coupled with
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increased overseas outreach to address recruitment problems, more extensive, engaging and effective
training and professional development, and the adoption of English as an official language within
companies. Finally, case studies will be used to showcase the feasibility and benefits of these
changes.
Globalization touches on all facets of society, but in a business context, the burden generally
falls on companies to act as drivers of change. For this reason Japanese firms will be the focus of this
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CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATION: JAPAN’S GLOBALIZATION
PROBLEM
Globalization, as described by the International Monetary Fund, is the process by which
flows of good and services, capital, ideas and people lead to increasingly integrated economies and
societies, resulting in economic growth and development throughout the world (Gygli et al. 2019). It
is essentially the process of making the world more integrated and interconnected; in many ways
globalization is continuously making the world smaller.
Globalization is characterized by a number of factors, but perhaps one of the most
consequential of them is the movement of people across borders. The fact that so many do so for the
sake of growth and opportunity is both a byproduct and driver of globalization. Not only is this
beneficial because it increases the talent pool in terms of shear numbers, but it inevitably brings
diverse perspectives and ideas into the fold as well. The companies that can attract talented
employees, with the goal of advancing diversity, will reap the benefits in a continuously globalizing
society. Thus, one of the primary ways in which a company or country can hope to better globalize is
to foster a welcoming environment that appeals to skilled employees from overseas.
Since the end of the Second World War, increased globalization has shaped the modern
world. In this time we have seen technological advancements in transportation and communication
that have helped to make the world more connected. As a result, it is becoming easier to engage with
people in and from other countries, opening up new markets and presenting new opportunities for
economic growth. This puts the countries and companies that are most responsive to these changes at
an advantage, leaving those that are not as versatile at risk of being left behind. Unfortunately, Japan
has not shown itself to be a country that is responsive to change in recent years, and in some ways
this is reflected in Japanese companies.
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Section 1. REPUTATION AND DEGREE OF GLOBALIZATION
By any measure Japan is immensely influential both economically and culturally. While this
influence is widely recognized, Japan has had a reputation for being insular, if not isolationist since
before the term “globalization” came into fashion. The country is known for having a high cultural
barrier that is particularly difficult for outsiders to overcome in addition to this insular image. Even
in the context of daily life in Japan, ideas of well-defined in-groups and out-groups or uchi and soto,
as well as rigid hierarchies are emphasized and adhered to, arguably to greater degree than it is in
most other societies.
Factors such as Japan’s geography and history of isolation have contributed to this
perception and despite occasionally experiencing transformative periods of rapid technological
advancement by way of global integration, Japan has retained this image as an insular country, one
that is not as globalized as it should be considering its economic significance and influence.
In his book “Japan’s Ultimate Liability,” management consultant James Abegglen states that
“Japan urgently needs to change its pattern of interaction with the world, since the consequences of
Japan's past and present self-centered behavior are being felt.” He then argues that Japan’s passive
and receptive geopolitical role is obsolete (McConnell 2000). In another book, “The Japanese Today:
Change and Continuity,” Edwin O. Reischauer notes that “the greatest single problem the Japanese
face today is their relationship with other peoples” he continues, describing Japan as a being
generally admired, but not necessarily well-liked or widely trusted by the outside world (McConnell
2000). While some of this sentiment may be a hold over of Japan’s imperialist past, an insular
society that does not seem welcoming to outsiders is not bound to change hearts and minds abroad.
Both of the books containing these statements were published in 1988, suggesting that Japan’s
globalization problem is not new. While these statements are more geopolitical in nature, rather than
specific to business or economics, they are noteworthy since management cultures within firms may
be influenced by the culture of the country in which the firm operates, a lack of diversity within
management likely results in an even starker parallel.
While these evaluations may seem harsh, both writers were respected academics that spent
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much of their lives studying Japan and living in the country. Reischauer, a Harvard University
professor was one of the leading scholars of East Asian studies of his time. He was born in Tokyo in
1910 and spent his childhood in Japan, and was described as having a particular fondness of the
country. He even served as the United States Ambassador to Japan from 1961 to 1966 ("Edwin
Reischauer", n.d.). Abegglen ended up spending much of his adult life in Japan after he began
working in the country for Boston Consulting Group, helping to establish it’s Tokyo branch in 1967
before founding his own consulting firm. He later became a professor at Sophia University in Tokyo
and became a naturalized Japanese citizen in 1997. He continued to live in Tokyo until his death in
2007 ("James Abegglen" 2007). In either of these cases, it would be unreasonable to accuse the
authors of harboring “anti-Japanese” views. While such sentiments exist, their criticisms were meant
to be constructive rather than disparaging.
More recently, a 2010 article written by Peter Beck, former Council on Foreign
Relations-Hitachi Research Fellow at Keio University and Robert Dujarric, Director of the Institute
of Contemporary Asian Studies at Temple University’s Japan Campus titled “Why can’t Japan be
more like South Korea,” notes Japan’s continued struggles to globalize. The article highlights the
progress in globalization made by Japan’s closest neighbor while lamenting the “paucity of Japanese
venturing abroad to study, teach or work,” as well as the collective failure of Japan’s Multinational
Corporations to internationalize corporate management (Beck and Dujarric 2010). The tone of this
article suggests that not much had changed over the course of 22 years.
A poor reputation and a couple of anecdotal statements may shed some light on how
globalized Japan is perceived to be, but it does not necessarily translate to a measurable lack of
global integration. The “KOF Globalisation Index”, developed by Axel Dreher for the KOF Swiss
Economic Institute at ETH Zurich, can be used to quantify a country’s “degree of globalization.” It
evaluates over 200 countries and territories, awarding separate scores for economic, social and
political globalization by examining 42 underlying variables. Economic globalization is measured by
flows of capital, trade and investment. Social globalization deals with the spread of ideas,
information, images and people. Finally, political globalization is characterized by the degree of
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political cooperation with the rest of the world. In the context of business management, all three of
the categories are significant. An average score that weighs each of the three categories equally is
also included and listed as the overall globalization index. The variables used to measure each
category and the globalization average are further split into “de facto” and “de jure” globalization
with separate scores provided in these areas as well. “De facto” represents the variables that signify
actual flows and activities that constitute global integration. “De jure” denotes variables connected to
policies that theoretically enable relevant flows and activities (Gygli et al. 2019). Thus, this
comprehensive index can be used to demonstrate how well countries are globalizing on a variety of
levels. Since its introduction in 2006, the KOF Globalisation Index has become the most used index
measuring globalization in the literature (Gygli et al. 2019).
Using this index we can determine whether Japan’s poor reputation regarding global
integration is warranted, but with more than 200 countries and territories included in the index, it is
important to compare Japan to countries that could reasonably be considered to be its peers. For the
sake of this evaluation, the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy, France, Canada and
South Korea were selected as “peer” countries, as they are all developed countries and members of
the OECD. They are also all liberal democracies and each has a nominal per capital GDP over
$30,000 USD as of 2019("World Economic Outlook Database" 2019). Lastly, these countries
constitute the world’s twelve largest economies by nominal GDP as of 2019, with the exception of
the BRICS nations of China, India, Brazil and Russia ("World Economic Outlook Database" 2019).
For clarity, index scores will be categorized by the type of globalization (economic, political,
social or overall) coupled with “de facto,” “de jure” or “average” when described moving forward.
Out of the eight countries, Japan finds itself in last place in seven categories, overall average, overall
de facto, social de facto, economic de facto, political de jure and political average. In four categories,
overall de jure, social average, political de facto and economic average scores, Japan only manages
to best one of its peers for seventh place. Furthermore, Japan finds itself below the mean in every
category. It should also be noted that Japan’s average economic and social globalization scores are
somewhat inflated by high “de jure” values, which, as previously mentioned, do not to directly result
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in a substantive increase in global integration. These economic and social “de jure” scores are the
only values that rank higher than seventh amongst the eight countries. Across the board Japan really
does seem to be globalizing poorly in relation to its peers. If we assume that there is a relationship
between globalization and economic growth, it would behoove both Japanese companies and Japan
as a whole to take notice. Based on the data from the KOF Globalisation index, it is clear that Japan
lags behind its peers, but how does this translate to it’s economy and Japanese companies?
A 2011 McKinsey Quarterly article titled “Japan’s Globalization Imperative” by Naoyuki
Iwatani, Gordon Orr, and Brian Salsberg features an analysis by McKinsey, which examined the 10
largest non-Japanese companies across 16 industries and compared them with the 10 largest
Japanese companies in those industries. In this case the companies were ranked by revenue. The
article found that Japanese companies were less global than their counterparts in other countries, in
line with earlier conclusions drawn about Japan as a country. In this case, globalization was
measured by percentage of revenues, stock ownership and assets abroad; while the criteria may
change, the conclusion that globalization is not a strength of Japan remains. Japanese firms
generated only 33% of revenue overseas, held 24% of stock and 17% of assets abroad and employed
foreigners in top management only 2% of the time compared to 52%, 47%, 44% and 9% for
non-Japanese companies respectively. Furthermore, their analysis also found that those Japanese
companies did not make any significant progress in those areas between 2006 and 2009 (Iwatani, Orr
and Salsberg 2011). While this metric for measuring globalization is not as comprehensive as the
KOF Globalisation Index, it is tailored specifically for companies. It suggests that Japanese
companies are indeed a product of their environment when it comes to global integration.
Section 2. HISTORICAL CONTEXT, CURRENT SITUATION AND CHALLENGES
Just as globalization as we know it today is largely a post-World War II phenomenon, so is
contemporary Japan’s economic trajectory. The unprecedented growth of Japan’s postwar economic
miracle was influenced by a number of factors; some were circumstantial, such as the uptick in
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financial support from the West, particularly the United States, as a result of outbreak of the Korean
War and more generally, an effort to discourage the spread of communism. Others were a result of
concerted efforts to rebuild Japan after the war. One variable that played a substantial role in postwar
Japan’s rise was a well educated and growing population.
Japan’s explosive postwar economic miracle eventually led to more stable and sustained
GDP growth to the tune of just over 4.5 percent annually from 1971 to 1990. ("GDP Growth
(Annual %) | Data", n.d.) Eventually, Japan found itself in an economic bubble in the late 1980’s that
burst in 1991, resulting in a period of slow growth that continues to the present day. Average annual
GDP growth for the period from 1991 to 2019 was a mere 1.01 percent. ("GDP Growth (Annual %) |
Data", n.d.) Since the end of the bubble era, once dominant Japanese companies have seen their
standing in the world decline considerably. In March of 1989 Japanese companies made up 8 of the
world’s 10 largest companies by market capitalization, including the top five with NTT leading the
world with a market capitalization valued at 183.6 billion. Japanese companies made up 21 out of
the 30 largest companies in the world at that time. In stark contrast, 30 years later in March of 2019,
Japan’s largest company was Toyota, ranked 45th, the only Japanese company ranked amongst the
top 50 in the world. ("World Stock Market Capitalization Ranking" 2019)
Slow growth coupled with a population and workforce that is increasingly ageing and
shrinking, suggests that Japan Inc. will need to look more critically at how human capital is utilized
in the near future. Japanese companies will need to create an environment that can both attract and
retain talented foreign employees to supplement their workforce if they hope to remain competitive
on the global stage in the coming decades.
Both the Japanese government and Japanese companies seem to understand the importance
of embracing talent from abroad, but it also seems that they are not taking steps to do so quickly
enough to ensure future success. Japan as a whole, will have to make uncharacteristically bold
moves in order to foster a more globalized working environment and reap the benefits that come
with it. Simply increasing the number of foreign workers in Japan, even if it results in significant
numbers of non-Japanese in management, will not be a panacea that instantly makes Japan a beacon
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of global integration, but it is a significant aspect of globalization that can be directly influenced by
businesses.
Section 3. DIVERSITY BENEFITS FROM FOREIGN TALENT
Amongst companies, schools and government institutions it has become popular to claim
diversity to project an image of inclusivity, but diversity is more than a buzzword. Studies show that
there are measurable benefits to introducing diversity into an institution such as the workplace. A
2016 report by written by Amy Stuart Wells, Lauren Fox, and Diana Cordova-Cabo for The Century
Foundation studied the effects of diversity on middle and upper class K-12 students in the United
States and found that “students’ exposure to other students who are different from themselves and the
novel ideas and challenges that such exposure brings leads to improved cognitive skills, including
critical thinking and problem solving” (Stuart Wells, Fox and Cordoba-Cabo 2016). In United States,
which is undergoing a different type of demographic shift, diversity in schools provides other benefits
that are difficult to quantify. Today’s American children are growing up in a society that is much more
diverse than it was in previous generations. Diversity in schools can help students better understand
how to operate in an increasingly diverse society. Stuart Wells, Fox, and Cordova-Cabo note that 96%
of major employers in the U.S. value employees being “comfortable working with colleagues,
customers, and/or clients from diverse cultural backgrounds” (Wells, Fox and Cordoba-Cabo 2016).
While arguments about how to create it remain, the idea of diversity in the classroom being beneficial
is widely accepted.
A 2018 report by BCG looks at diversity from a business perspective. The report examined
1,700 companies in various industries and company sizes across eight countries (Austria, Brazil,
China, France, Germany, India, Switzerland, and the U.S.) and found that "increasing the diversity of
leadership teams leads to more and better innovation and improved financial performance."
Companies with more diverse management reported a 19% increase in revenue from innovation than
their counterparts with below-average diversity in leadership. One diversifying change that was found
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to increase revenue growth by as much as 1 percent includes hiring managers from a different nation of
origin. Some other significant changes included externally hiring female managers, managers with
differing career paths, and managers from different industries. The report also notes five underlying
factors that boosted diversity scores. These included participative leadership, frequent communication,
openness to new ideas, fair employment practices and placing a strategic priority on diversity itself.
(Lorenzo et al. 2018)
From a demographic standpoint Japan is not the U.S., while diversity along racial, ethnic
and linguistic lines is ingrained in American history, it simply has not been a reality for much of
Japan’s existence. With the exception of gender diversity, Japan has not truly had to deal diversity on
a large scale. Arguably, as Japan has been left behind in terms of globalization, it has been left
behind when it comes to the benefits of diversity as well. Since it is clear that Japanese companies
will need to look outside of their home country to succeed, diversity should be prioritized, even if it
means taking measures to manufacture it. Just as countries enact trade policy to acquire tangible
resources that are unavailable within their borders, Japanese companies will have to make changes to
secure beneficial human resources to encourage economic growth. This will create an environment
that benefits Japan itself, Japanese companies, Japanese employees and foreign employees both in
Japan and open to coming to the country as well.
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CHAPTER 2. INTERVIEWS
Based on the background information above that clarifies Japan’s current situation and
globalization problem, two separate studies will be conducted in an effort to better understand
Japan’s global human resource challenges and identify how Japan must transform its human capital
landscape. This research is largely qualitative.
The first study involves viewpoints drawn from interviews with three individuals, all of
which have experience working in Japan and living abroad. Their diverse and insightful perspectives
on Japanese work environments will be observed and used to draw attention to three central issues
aversely affecting the push to attract foreign employees to Japan, recruitment, training and language.
After that examinations of a few of the Japanese companies that have already taken some of
the mentioned measures to foster diversity will be observed. This will be followed by a brief
examination of efforts to globalize in South Korea on a larger scale, drawing a comparison between
two countries with some significant cultural and demographic similarities. These cases are intended
to display examples of the actionable changes Japanese companies must make in order to achieve
sustained success and ensure survival.
Section 1. INTERVIEW METHOD AND APPROACH
According to the 2017 IMD World Talent Ranking, Japan is the one of least appealing
countries in the world for highly skilled foreign employees, it ranks 51st out of all 63 countries
featured. When those countries are grouped by continent, Japan ranks last out of the 11 Asian
countries included in the survey behind countries like Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia. Singapore
and Hong Kong, arguably Asia’s most international cities ranked first and second respectively
(Hoenig and Takeo 2017). With hopes of gaining a better understanding of the issues that may
dissuade highly skilled employees from choosing to work in Japan, three individuals of various
backgrounds with work experience in Japan have provided their own insights on the barriers that
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exist for foreigners when it comes to the average Japanese work environment.
For each of the interviews respondents were first asked to describe their personal and
educational backgrounds up to their graduation from university. This was followed by asking about
each of their full-time jobs after graduation from university. Questions about Japan’s attractiveness
to global talent were asked towards the end of each interview. Throughout each interview more
specific questions were raised about foreign colleagues, onboarding and training, but respondents
were not steered into speaking about preconceived problems. In some cases secondary sources are
cited for clarification. Finally, the English proficiency of the respondents varied, as such, Japanese
was sometimes used for clarification, and as a result there will be relatively few direct quotes.
Section 2. CHIHIRO MAEKAWA
Chihiro Maekawa is a Japanese who currently works as a program coordinator at the Japan
Anti-Doping Agency. She identifies as a kikokushijo, or returnee, a term used to describe someone
who has returned to Japan after living and attending schools abroad for an extended period of time
during their childhood. She grew up and attended elementary school in Tochigi Prefecture before
moving to the United States in third grade where she attended American public schools during the
week and Japanese school on Saturdays. She returned to Japan in 8th grade and enrolled in a
combined private junior and senior high school. She then enrolled at Waseda University where she
majored in political science & economics and minored in journalism. During her junior year at
Waseda she also participated in an exchange program at Tilburg University in The Netherlands.
Her first full time job after graduating from Waseda was with IBM Japan. She received her
job offer after going through a process of simultaneous group recruitment of university graduates,
known as shushoku katsudo, or shukatsu for short. The process involves soon-to-be graduates
attending career seminars in their third year and spending much of thier final year of university in a
prolonged period of job hunting in hopes of securing jobs with prestigious companies before
graduation (Shibata 2019). This process is primarily how college graduates in Japan secure
employment after graduation; most of her peers went through this process as well. In her case,
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Maekawa attended information sessions hosted by various companies, including Mitsubishi
Corporation, Kyodo News and Bloomberg. The process for IBM Japan involved applicants
submitting a digital resume to the company’s website for new graduates, with emails sent to those
who are selected to move on to the next part of the hiring process, a group interview, leading to a
final interview with two IBM Japan employees from her future department and one employee from
Human Resources. She described IBM Japan’s the process as being “just like other Japanese
companies.”
While IBM is an American company, Maekawa described IBM Japan as “a hybrid of a
Japanese company and a foreign company.” She mentioned that the pervasive culture of IBM Japan
is very Japanese, but that some of the systems that were shared between IBM globally such as the
new hire training program and evaluation systems. As a fluent English speaker, she stated that she
had no trouble working through those integrated systems, but noted that some of her Japanese
colleagues seemed to have a hard time. She also expressed concern for foreign employees who must
adjust to working in a Japanese environment.
When asked how Japanese companies can attract foreign talent she emphasized the cultural
gap, more specifically, social rules and practices that do not advance any business objectives and
may be considered antiquated in other countries. Foreign employees may have difficulty adhering to
such rules and norms. Some of those practices include staying at work late to show passion and
dedication, wasting time writing emails that must use nuanced language and keigo, or honorifics and
one of the more jarring practices from a western point of view, the expectation that younger female
employees pour drinks for older, male colleagues. Lastly, while she stressed that she could not speak
from experience, she assumes that Japanese “companies are more likely to hire a candidate who is
Japanese if [two candidates have] similar skills [and a] similar background.”
Maekawa mentioned that IBM Japan and other Japanese companies that participate in the
shukatsu system tend to hire a large number of their employees though the process with the
expectation that they will work there for life. Due to this, there are few open positions for people
who are interested in joining a company outside of shukatsu. She also mentioned that while she had
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some foreign colleagues, mostly from China and Korea, all of them graduated from Japanese
universities; she felt that this is the norm amongst foreigners working in Japanese companies.
Section 3. JIACHEN LI
Jiachen Li is a professional from Shijiazhuang, China who is currently working for Deloitte
Tohmatsu in Tokyo. She first came to Japan in 2007 to attend Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University
after receiving a full scholarship. She wasn’t drawn to Japan for any particular reason, but felt that
studying there would serve as a great chance to learn a new foreign language. That said, she did
aspire to live in Tokyo and felt that she couldn’t “miss [out on] this huge city.” Li found her first job
with Fujitsu through an on-campus recruiter. She stated that she was not particularly interested in IT,
but still decided to join Fujitsu after graduation.
Li was unhappy with her salary and she described her time at Fujitsu as being “too
comfortable” from a workload standpoint. She didn’t feel a sense of growth and thought she would
be wasting her time if she decided to stay with the company for too long. Despite an ingrained
culture of overtime work, she was rarely busy with productive tasks. She explained that most of her
colleagues worked overtime with the explicit intention of making more money. For Li, professional
development was a priority, and she ultimately left the company due to the low salary and a concern
that her experience at Fujitsu would not be helpful if she decided to return to China.
After four years at Fujitsu, Li started looking for a new job through a recruiter and became
an analyst for Accenture. Like Fujitsu, she was not particularly attracted to Accenture as a company
at first, but found some aspects of the job preferable to Fujitsu. She found herself working with
many more foreigners, often working with fellow Chinese colleagues. Her salary was significantly
higher, but she also worked a lot more. Japanese law is supposed to limit overtime work to 45 hours
a month but in practice Li often worked more than 100 hours of overtime in a month. As for
onboarding, Li described the process at Accenture as “awful” and that she was “somewhat lost” at
first. The company expected new employees to be ready from the first day. That said, professional
development at Accenture, was a marginal improvement over Fujitsu. There were “A lot of
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e-learnings but they weren’t effective.” At the very least Accenture made an effort in that area.
As for the company culture, Li said that some aspects of the work environment were
international, such as a relatively high number of foreigners and systems that were in English, but
the work style itself was very Japanese. Management was predominately Japanese as well, with the
exception of a few senior managers from India. Lastly, Li recalled that employee turnover was very
high at Accenture. After attending and graduating from Waseda Business School while still
technically employed by Accenture, Li joined many of her former colleagues, leaving the company
for Deloitte.
Having only joined a few months ago, Li could not speak about Deloitte at length but raised
a few interesting points about the company. Deloitte, like Accenture employs a significant number of
Non-Japanese, training during the onboarding process was much more extensive than at Accenture,
and Li enjoys a higher salary at Deloitte and is “paid for results, not time.” Management however, is
completely Japanese and while there are many foreigners, the environment does not seem to be quite
as international as Accenture. Still, it is significantly better than Fujitsu.
Li was also asked more generally about her opinions on the Japanese work environment as a
foreigner. When asked whether she would prefer to work for a Japanese company or global company,
she stated that working for a Japanese company might be good choice for someone who is married,
citing stability and good benefits, but that as a single person exposure to a global environment, more
chances to learn and grow and a higher salary are more attractive. She felt that some challenges for
foreigners working in Japan include the language barrier and the way talent from overseas is utilized.
In her opinion, the language barrier is more of an issue than cultural differences. Li notes
that even if one is proficient in Japanese, it can be frustrating when she can’t express herself as easily.
Use of keigo and indirect speech can further complicate things. When asked how companies can
attract more talent from abroad she suggests that “high value brands can attract foreigners” but the
SME’s may have more difficulty. One problem Li cites is the idea that foreigners may not be
leveraged affectively. She feels that in some cases foreigners are only seen as translators or
interpreters, in others they tend to do the same kind of work as Japanese employees. While that may
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hint at ideas of impartiality or equity, Li thought that the valuable perspectives that foreigners bring
might be wasted in either of these cases.
Section 4. JUNKO FURUKAWA
Junko Furukawa is a Japanese Human Resources professional with more than 18 years of
experience. She currently works for AlixPartners, an American consulting firm, as the People Team
Manager for Asia. As someone who has not only worked in human resources, but has experienced
living abroad and working for both Japanese and foreign companies, her insights are particularly
interesting. She went to an international kindergarten in Singapore before coming back to Japan
where she attended elementary school before returning to South East Asia, attending Junior High
School in Kuala Lumpur. She then returned to Japan for high school in Saitama Prefecture before
studying International Relations at Keisei University in Tokyo.
Furukawa opted out of the shukatsu system because her last year of university overlapped
with the end of the bubble era. Through connections, she found her first job after graduation in
International Sales with PASCO Corporation, a Japanese company that works in Geographic
Information Systems and Satellite Surveying. She did, however, mention that her friends visited
many companies and that at the time “it was very competitive.”
In line with most Japanese university graduates, she joined her company in April with an
all-Japanese cohort. Japanese was the main language at the company but there were a few foreigners
working in the International Sales Department. Furukawa remembered that the “foreign workers
were not as good at Japanese,” but their functional skills and professional knowledge were
appreciated. She ended up leaving the company after three and a half years in part because she did
not feel there was a chance to advance in the company, “At the time chances for promotion were
limited.” She expanded on this thought to describe Japanese companies in general; “normally in
Japanese companies the career path is not so clear, I was not so motivated by the culture and systems,
if it was clear I might have been more motivated.”
Upon leaving PASCO, she secured a position with Gen Re Insurance Company’s Tokyo
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branch through a recruiter. At first there was no human resources department and Furukawa worked
in the finance department. Her role shifted towards human resources while still in the finance
department. She was inspired to pursue a career in human resources when she met “a great
Regional HR leader in the company.” Furukawa noted that the culture at Gen Re was much more
international than PASCO. English was the main language and there were many more expatriates
working there. When it came to language ability and hiring applicants were screened for willingness
to use English more than skill, in general Japanese employees who worked for Gen Re wanted to
improve their English. “The company culture was more flat, there were more opportunities for
development.” Many employees had the chance to travel for professional development opportunities.
While Furukawa felt that Gen Re was more open than PASCO, she did note that the head of Gen Re
Japan came from a very Japanese company, so some aspects of the culture were reflected in the
company, for example, building and maintaining relationships was very important. Overall her
experience at Gen Re was positive and Furukawa stayed at Gen Re for more than 12 years.
Furukawa mentioned that her current company, AlixPartners, is even more globalized than
Gen Re. There are no regional divisions, just one P&L, and the entire company shares the same
processes, such as using English as the official language. That said, consultants must be fluent in
Japanese since they work with Japanese clients. This integration makes for a more unified culture.
She said that AlixPartners provides “better chances to grow and more chances to travel overseas,”
despite working in international sales for PASCO. Junko only met with clients from foreign
companies in Japan. One of AlixPartners’ strongest selling points for Furukawa is the opportunity for
growth through professional development workshops and what she calls a “feedback culture.”
Furukawa states, “there is very little performance feedback” in Japanese companies, this could
because of the emphasis Japanese companies but on relationship building. However, she believes
that training in foreign companies is made better by this feedback culture and people seem to want to
help each other grow as individuals. Furukawa also mentioned that some of foreigners who worked
at AlixPartners in Japan were intra-company transfers with a connection to Japan, such as a Japanese
spouse. Others were simply “curious about [an] Asian market like China or Japan.” Usually they ask
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to work in Japan for three to five years.
When asked about the work environment in Japan more generally, the human resources
veteran provided some noteworthy insight. Furukawa feels that there is a lot to be learned form
diversity stating, “I definitely think it is important because learning experiences are so important.
[During professional development workshops] we learned about the countries and the values of
people from those countries.” She also cites Diversity & Inclusion indexes as drivers that may push
companies to change, since today’s jobseekers are paying attention to where companies rank.
When asked how Japanese firms can better appeal to global talent, Furukawa reiterated one of Li’s
points, noting the strong brand power many of Japan’s companies have, however, she also mentioned
because of Japan’s hierarchical culture, which is reflected in many Japanese companies, they may
not be attractive to some foreigners. This is particularly true if there aren’t clear opportunities for
growth. The fact that there are relatively few non-Japanese working in Japanese companies may end
up perpetuating a situation that is difficult for foreign employees to adapt to. “If they have a global
team that could help, because it would be hard for one person to work in a team of all Japanese
students.” For this reason, she feels that “the hiring process must be changed, [and the] evaluation
system must also be changed,” otherwise it will be hard for Japanese companies to attract and retain
the talent it needs to effectively globalize.
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CHAPTER 3. IMPLICATIONS AND SOLUTIONS
Through these three interviews, some of the factors working against Japanese companies’
attempts to globalize through greater utilization of global human capital are introduced. Three of
these are frequently referenced. First, the way in which recruitment and outreach are currently
handled is too restrictive and disadvantages prospective employees students who do not graduate
from Japanese universities when Japanese companies should be looking to do the opposite.
Opportunities for growth seem to be another major factor, and it is telling that the two interview
respondents with more experience at both traditional Japanese companies and global companies
cited this more extensively. The third issue is the linguistic barrier caused by a lack of cultural
flexibility and an insistence on using the Japanese language in business settings, with all three
respondents mentioning English use, or a lack thereof during their interviews. In the following
section these problematic practices will be explained in more detail, and courses of action that can
make Japan more globally integrated from a human capital standpoint will be presented.
Section 1. RECRUITMENT AND OUTREACH
From Maekawa’s interview we can identify Japan centric recruitment and outreach practices
as fundamental problems hindering global integration efforts in Japan. One practice that is
particularly detrimental to globalization efforts is the shukatsu system used to hire new college
graduates in Japan. In a vacuum, the shukatsu system is not problematic, but in the context of a
globalizing world it is outdated and restrictive. Due to the varied schedules of universities abroad as
well as challenges that may arise due to location, it is difficult for a prospective employee to find a
job in Japan through this process. As such, this practice greatly disadvantages foreign graduates, who
may otherwise be interested in working for Japan’s most prominent companies unless they managed
to graduate from a university in Japan. Unless the individual has some sort of connection, the door
may be effectively shut on many opportunities as a result.
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The shukatsu method was implemented during a time when it was not necessary for Japan to
look outside of its borders for personnel. This system was created in 1953 by Keidanren, Japan’s
largest business federation, which includes more than 1,300 corporations and 100 group industries
(Shibata 2019). It seems the process was sensible when it began, offering lifetime employment to
promising graduates who would in turn provide status and security for firms at a time when Japan was
experiencing labor shortages, but also seeing growth in both it’s economy and population. The focus
on recruiting fresh graduates with limited work experience limits talent pools while not necessarily
increasing the chances of the employee a staying with for an extended period of time. Maekawa, for
example, only spend one and a half years at IBM Japan before transferring to her current position at
the Japan Anti-Doping Agency, where she has worked for the last four years. It seems that she is not
alone, with more Japanese professionals changing jobs at some point in their careers in recent years.
According to the Nikkei Asian Review the attrition rate for college hires in 2016 was 25%
(Kobayashi 2020).
While valuing retention of employees and encouraging lifetime employment is not
detrimental, it is indicative of a larger problem in relation to global human capital in Japan. Japanese
companies that expect conformity and lifetime employment from employees practice to risk averse,
and therefore lackluster outreach on the global stage. In doing so, they are effectively shutting the
door on Japanese nationals with valuable overseas experience.
A 2012 New York Times article by Hiroko Tabuchi aptly titled “Young and Global Need
Not Apply in Japan” follows 12 Japanese nationals who attended foreign universities. Tabuchi notes
that Japanese corporations are usually apprehensive about embracing Japanese who study abroad. In
the article, Keiichi Hotta, a recruiter for Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group explicitly stated that the
company is cautious because it “emphasize[s] continuity and long-term commitment to the
company… especially in finance, we don’t want people who are focused on short-term gains.” This
biased mentality sends a clear message. Attitudes such as these have influenced Japanese students,
who have been traveling abroad less in recent years. Meanwhile other Asian countries such as, India,
China, and South Korea, have been sending more students overseas. Upon graduation they tend to
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easily find employment with companies in their home countries. For those students, their skills and
global perspectives are seen assets. Toshihiko Irisumi, a graduate of the Booth School of Business at
the University of Chicago and former Goldman Sachs banker stated that “Japanese companies here are
missing out on the best foreign talent, and it’s all their fault” (Tabuchi 2012). For a long time it seems
that Japanese companies have not only ignored global talent with the added quality of familiarity with
Japan, but they have been implicitly discouraging it when hiring, to their own detriment.
With regards to shukatsu, the simple answer is to phase out the entire process in favor of
year round hiring. Since Japan must now adapt to the world around it, such a system only serves to
hold it back. Revisiting the issue of Japan’s aging and decreasing population, Japan is facing an
impending labor shortage, yet does not have a growing population to mitigate it, regardless of how
educated or skilled the Japanese population is today, its impractical to continue adhering to such a
restrictive system. It is a relic of a time when Japan could afford to go it alone. Year round hiring
will send a message to both Japanese and Non-Japanese talent that a company is open to global
talent.
There is some good news in this regard, in that Keidanren has decided to eliminate
recruitment guidelines related to shukatsu, after 2021, but it seems likely that a significant number of
Japanese companies will continue the practice regardless. A poll conducted by Mainichi Shimbun
after the Keidanren announcement found that 70% of top Japanese companies felt that some sort of
rules regarding a recruitment timetable were still necessary. When asked the questions “How will
your company recruit new graduates?” the largest share of companies, 33% said they would keep
hiring simultaneously. While there is likely to be continued resistance to change, 24% of companies
stated that they would consider year-round recruitment along with the 15% that have already
implemented year-round recruitment (The Mainichi 2019).
Phasing out shukatsu In order to attract more foreign talent through practices that are more
congruent with the rest of the world is a good start, but it would also befit Japanese companies to
emulate the outreach efforts of foreign countries. When no Japanese companies were willing to hire
him at a career forum in Boston without conducting further interviews in Japan, Ronan Sato, an
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Oxford graduate and Japanese citizen interviewed for Tabuchi’s article, decided to accept an offer with
a British bank in Tokyo, taking up one of the three foreign companies that decided to offer him a job on
the spot. Despite a desire to work for a Japanese company, he made the prudent move (Tabuchi 2012).
If Japanese companies hope to attract global talent they will need keep up with their non-Japanese
counterparts. Removing barriers and actively searching for global employees will send a message of
inclusion and help Japanese companies in their efforts to keep pace with their peers.
Section 2. TRAINING
Another aspect of Japan’s work environment that discourages employment of foreign talent
is the lack of clear paths for progression and scarce opportunities for growth. Iwatani, Orr, and
Salsberg state that “the defining characteristics of Japanese talent management are well known:
tenure-based advancement, egalitarian compensation, and lifetime employment,”(Iwatani, Orr and
Salsberg 2011) but these characteristics don’t elicit feelings of the importance of personal growth
and development. Arguably, from a western perspective they encourage mediocrity. Both Li and
Furukawa cited training or professional development initiatives during their interviews, largely
describing the efforts of foreign companies as superior to their Japanese counterparts.
Rochelle Kopp is a management consultant who specializes in Japanese business culture.
She is the managing principal of Japan Intercultural Consulting. In an article concerning training
written for The Japan Times, she recalls her first day working at a Japanese bank. “The extent of my
training was my boss taking me around the department and introducing me [to] my co-workers. After
that I was completely on my own to figure out what I should be doing and how best to do it,” this was
compared to her first day at a Chicago consulting firm where she sat next to a mentor who worked in
the same role for a week. During that time her mentor walked her through everything she needed to
know in order to do the job. This anecdote echoes points made by Li and Furukawa. She goes on to
explain that when it comes to training “the Japanese method is more a general orientation,” focusing
on things like use of keigo and not going into too much detail since all new graduates attend the
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training session as a group. (Kopp 2019) With on the job training ruling the day in Japan, It is probable
that foreign employees will be quick to notice the lack of training or professional development
opportunities.
In an article written for Japan Intercultural Consulting, Patricia Pringle notes that foreigners
express excitement when it comes to taking on managerial jobs with large Japanese companies, but
this excitement often turns into disappointment and disillusionment when they find themselves more
limited in their roles. This leads to higher turnover amongst non-Japanese managers (Pringle, n.d.).
Li’s statement about foreigners being viewed as translators and interpreters or as simply being
plugged into the equation without concern for their talent or perspectives is not so different from
what Pringle describes.
While it will not keep someone in a job that they feel is not fulfilling, professional
development is often overlooked as a tool to for boosting job satisfaction and retaining talented
employees. LinkedIn’s 2018 Workplace Learning Report found that 94% of employees would stay at
a company longer if they felt the company invested in their career and 68% of employees preferred
learning at work. Even in situations that are not ideal, which non-Japanese employees may find
themselves in; professional development could make those employees feel validated.
Furukawa clearly thinks a culture of positive feedback coupled with professional
development workshops that feature travel and interaction with diverse colleagues are ideal.
Incorporating travel into professional development may not always be feasible, but if Japanese
companies are able to offer more engaging professional development sessions, perhaps they will be
able to inspire greater commitment from both Japanese and foreign employees. Anyone who is
willing to work in another country is probably more inclined to want to continue learning and
growing. More engaging professional development with a focus on cultural exchange would kill two
birds with one stone. It would make all employees, not just foreigners; feel a sense of growth while
helping to promote increased global integration. Furthermore, the desired positive affects of
increased diversity on firms will be undermined if employees aren’t able to share their experiences
or perspectives with colleagues to a significant degree. Professional development workshops would
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naturally foster cultural exchange, benefitting the company as a whole.
Section 3. CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC BARRIER
Japan’s isolation could be considered one of the many facets of the culture at large. All three
of the interview respondents mentioned adjusting to Japanese culture as being a significant potential
challenge for global talent. Maekawa in particular listed a few practices that foreign talent may find
bothersome. While such peculiarities can be found in any culture, Japan seems to be a particularly
challenging society for foreigners to adapt to. According to Iwatani, Orr, and Salsberg, “Japanese
organizations tend to be monocultural and monolingual, making it difficult for foreigners to
succeed.”(Iwatani, Orr and Salsberg 2011) Considering the importance of communication in
business settings it makes sense to further assess the implications of Japanese companies being
monolingual.
Like many other variables that have adversely affected their globalization efforts, Japanese
companies have been able to succeed as monocultural and monolingual entities because they could
afford to do so. To be fair, many U.S. companies, while culturally diverse tend to be monolingual as
well. What holds Japanese companies back when it comes to global integration is the Japanese
language itself. While Japanese isn’t widely spoken outside of Japan, English has essentially become
the world’s lingua franca. Professor Tsedal Neeley of Harvard Business School calls it “the global
language of business.” While English has fewer native speakers than Spanish or Mandarin Chinese,
it is the spoken at what Neeley describes as a “useful level” by about 1.75 billion people, about one
in every four people on earth (Neeley 2012).
The rest of the business world has taken notice, some of the big names that made English
their corporate language include Airbus, Nokia, Renault, Samsung and SAP. Neeley cites sharing a
common language throughout a company as a necessity, because the inability to communicate can
lead to lost business. “This happened at one company I worked with.” Neeley recalled, “employees of
those two French companies couldn’t close a deal because the people in the room couldn’t communicate.
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It was a shocking wake-up call, and the company soon adopted an English corporate language strategy.”
She also notes the efficiency that comes with using such a widespread language throughout a
company.
Despite the potential for increased business and more efficiency on a global scale, it may be
a hard sell for Japanese companies since English has never truly been able to take root in Japan. All
three of the interview respondents are fluent English speakers, but this sets them apart from most
professionals in Japan, where English proficiency is relatively poor. In a 2019 study by Education
First, Japan ranked 53rd globally in English ability, placing it firmly in the “low proficiency”
category behind many Asian countries and the vast majority of developed countries ("EF English
Proficiency Index" 2019).
While it may be difficult for Japanese speakers to learn English, it would be unwise to
expect the world to learn Japanese just to facilitate business in one ageing and decreasing market.
Japanese companies must shift towards greater use of English, including designating it as an official
corporate language. What is interesting about the role of English in Japanese business practices is the
fact that it has become more popular in recent years, at least in theory if not in practice. A some
Japanese companies that have either made English an official language or announced that they will
do so include Fast Retailing, Honda, Rakuten, Shiseido. As it becomes clearer that they must connect
with the rest of the world it is likely that more Japanese multinational companies will make the shift.
Depending on how influential the companies that make that shift are, it could actually lead to an
increase in English proficiency. As Iwatani, Orr and Salsberg surmise, “should prestigious schools
such as Tokyo University or a few of the leading Japanese companies make high English scores a
prerequisite for acceptance, we would imagine a rapid increase in overall English ability.”
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CHAPTER 4. CASE STUDIES
As much as this study has scrutinized Japanese companies as a group for their failure to
properly attract and retain talent from outside of Japan in a globalizing world, there are some
exceptions that have created a hospitable environment for global human capital and can be held up
as role models. In this final chapter, case studies will be used to examine how the implications and
solutions for leveraging global human capital that have been outlined thus far are benefitting three
Japanese companies, Fast Retailing (Uniqlo), Shiseido and Rakuten.
All of these companies have gone against tradition in some way in hopes of becoming a
more global company. While their styles differ, each has been able to effectively manage global
human capital to their advantage while becoming a more globalized company. First information
about the company will be included followed by how they have globalized based on implementing
English as a corporate language and professional development. This section will then close with an
examination of South Korea, one of Japan’s “peer” countries, with the aim of displaying how
changes to human capital are bringing about transformation in that country while sharing some
situational and cultural similarities with Japan.
Section 1. FAST RETAILING
Fast Retailing is the parent company of Uniqlo, one of the staples of the fast fashion retail
market. It has thrived in an extremely competitive market; as of September 2019 there were at least
2,196 Uniqlo stores in 21 countries making it the largest Asian apparel chain. Harvard Business
Review ranked CEO Tadashi Yanai the 35th best performing CEO in the world (Roll 2019).
With the intention of making Uniqlo into a worldwide brand, Yanai made the decision to
make English the company’s corporate language before Uniqlo was a household name. To that end
the company has taken steps toward English proficiency with a requirement to use English during
meetings with or when writing emails to any non-Japanese workers. An English education program
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is also provided to employees (Harlan 2012).
Aside from the English program, Fast Retailing’s efforts toward professional development
are also notable. Training programs are available to both store and headquarters employees including
topics such as “profit and loss,” “corporate philosophy,” and “compliance” along with others. Fast
Retailing also offers a “Career Advancement Program”, which gives store managers the chance to gain
experience working in marketing or merchandising ("Education And Development” 2020). This is the
type of professional development that more Japanese companies should strive to emulate if they
would like to truly globalize.
Lastly, some of their principles are quite progressive, helping to establish a welcoming
environment in the process. One that stood out in the context of this study is one of the company’s 6
pillars. “Support Employee Fulfillment.” This “pillar” has promotes three core values, equal
opportunity and diversity; education and development; and healthy, secure, and safe workplaces. This
explains the company’s commitment to professional development. Another policy of note is that
almost every Uniqlo store in Japan hires at least 1 staff member with disabilities (Roll 2019).
As Uniqlo’s brand power continues to grow. With the company’s growth it seems that they
are focused on continuing to tie that brand power to a global image. Not only are they presenting an
ideal picture, but they are taking more globally minded actions as well.
Section 2. SHISEIDO
Shiseido is the type of established Japanese brand that global talent may be drawn to. It
already has impressive global reach with regional offices in the U.S., China and Europe that were set
up as part of a globalization push in 2016, and as of late 2018 50% of the company’s sales come
from abroad. Shiseido’s globalization has been a steady ease into the role of a global company.
(Matsui, Onishi and Hara 2018).
Shiseido has been influenced by some interesting personalities. Former CEO Shinzo Maeda
first prioritized globalization when he assumed the CEO position in 2005, establishing a global
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rotation system. He also hired a foreigner named Carsten Fischer to head Shiseido’s international
business (Iwatani, Orr and Salsberg 2011). While this move may seem predictable, Pringle notes the
tendency for Japanese companies to assign overseas operations to Japanese expatriates (Pringle, n.d.).
Empowering Fischer was the kind of step towards globalization that other Japanese companies might
have shied away from. Furthermore, Fischer himself “demonstrated his desire to be part of the
Japanese team by shunning a corporate office, opting for an open cubicle among the rest of the
staff.” While that doesn't qualify as professional development, it does express the value of cultural
exchanged championed by Furukawa.
Masahiko Uotani is the current CEO and Maeda’s successor. He has continued the push to
globalize Shiseido with the goal of creating a truly global company with Japanese heritage”. Uotani
is actually the type of global talent that might be overlooked by more cautious companies. Although
he is Japanese, he got his MBA form Columbia University in the U.S. and speaks English fluently
(Daneshkhu 2015). With him at the helm Shiseido adopted English as an official language in late
2018. Like Uniqlo, Shiseido now requires the use of English if at least one non-Japanese person is
involved in a meeting. They go slightly further with all emails asked to be written in English (Matsui,
Onishi and Hara 2018). They have opted for outsourcing one form of professional development in
order to support the transition to English by partnering with Berlitz School of Languages.
Shiseido’s gradual globalization process may serve as an example for other large traditional
Japanese companies. Slowly globalizing by bending the norms is paying off for the cosmetics brand.
While it has been a steady methodical process, they seem to be in good hands with their ambitious,
internationally minded CEO.
Section 3. RAKUTEN
Rakuten is one of Japan’s greatest globalization success stories. A relatively young company,
founded in 1997, it is now Japan’s largest online marketplace (Neeley 2012). It placed third in a
2019 study by LinkedIn that ranked the 25 best companies to work for in Japan. The study looked at
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four main factors; interest in the company, engagement with employees, job demand, and employee
retention. Rakuten’s third place finish made it the best Japanese company to work for in Japan
according to the study, the only one in the top 10 and one of only 6 in the top 25 (Gilchrist 2019).
Concerted efforts to globalize the company have surely had an effect on how desirable prospective
talent perceives it to be.
Rakuten truly started to transform into a global company in 2010, when CEO Hiroshi
Mikitani announced that the e-commerce giant would make English the official language of the
company. He believed this change was necessary in order to realize the goal of becoming the world’s
top Internet services company. He took a hardline approach to the process he dubbed
“Englishnization.” All of Rakuten’s Japanese employees were given benchmark TOEIC scores that
they had to meet or risk being demoted. As expected there were struggles to learn the language and
backlash to the new guidelines. In order to put employees at east, employees were offered English
lessons (Tanaka 2018).
A 2018 article in the Japan times notes the progress made by Fumie Suzuki, a Rakuten
employee who, like many of her colleagues, was shocked by the bold announcement at first. In the
eight years that passed between Mikitani’s announcement and the articles publication, Suzuki came
to enjoy the environment the change has created. Her TOEIC test score has improved to by 200
points thanks to professional development and overseas training sessions provided by the company.
It seems that Rakuten has found an effective intersection between professional development and
cultural exchange. Her workplace has also become more diverse, as about 20% of Rakuten
employees are from countries other than Japan as of late 2018 (Tanaka 2018). By any measure,
Rakuten is doing very well globalizing in a general sense, but also with regards to global human
capital specifically.
Mikitani believes that the adoption of English is central to the survival of Japanese
companies on the global stage and it seems that he is correct. In response to Rakuten’s first push for
“Englishnization”, former Honda CEO Takanobu Ito called the idea of making English the official
language of a Japanese company “stupid,” five years later Honda announced that they would do just
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that by 2020 (Greimel 2015). Amongst Japanese companies Rakuten has shown itself to be a
globalization leader. While Mikitani may be considered a “maverick” in Japanese business circles,
(Tanaka 2018) he may be a trendsetter, showing his colleagues what the new normal will look like.
Section 4. SOUTH KOREA
One final interesting case to evaluate is not of a company, but that of South Korea, one of
Japan’s peer countries. It outperforms it in seven out of the 12 KOF index scores, but for the four
categories in which Japan managed to surpass one of it’s peers, that peer was South Korea in all but
one instance, as Japan edged out Italy in the social average score. Based on this, we could refer to
South Korea as Japan’s closest peer, but in general South Korea is the stronger globalizer. For
example, South Korea beats out the United States in the economic and overall de facto categories
and Italy in all three social categories.
The aforementioned article written by Beck and Dujarric that compares Japan and South
Korea notes some of the similarities between the two East Asian countries, before highlighting what
makes South Korea the better globalizer. The authors mention that the implied tone of most criticism
directed at Japan’s efforts to globalize is akin to asking the question, “why can’t Japan be more like
the United States?” Rightfully, they mention that an East Asian country shaped by a mix of
Confucianism, Shinto and Buddhism would surely differ from a “New World nation founded by
dissenting Calvinists from Europe”. Instead, the article states that drawing a comparison between
Japan and South Korea is more practical. The two countries have much more in common from a
cultural standpoint due in part to close proximity, a long history of interaction, diffusion of Chinese
influence and culture and Japan’s colonization of Korea during the first half of the 20th century
amongst other factors. Independent of cultural closeness, the two countries are also two of the “most
ethnically and linguistically homogenous nations in the world,” which may entail a sort of
globalization handicap shared by both countries (Beck and Dujarric 2010).
Despite the many parallels between the two countries, over the last few decades South
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Korea has embraced globalization in ways that Japan simply hasn’t. Historically, South Korea was
known as the “hermit kingdom” to the West and was perceived as being even more insular than
Japan, but today more South Koreans than Japanese study abroad and learn foreign languages. This
includes not only English, but Chinese and Japanese as well. South Korean academics are
handsomely rewarded for publishing and teaching in English and upon returning home with foreign
degrees and certificates, they often find better opportunities in South Korean universities than their
Japanese counterparts, who may be disadvantaged by leaving Japan, do in Japanese universities. It
would seem that being a global citizen offers a sort of social capital in South Korea that doesn’t exist
to the same degree in Japan. With regards to businesses, South Korean companies have invested
more in internationalizing their employees. Some of the ways they have done this include promoting
foreign language fluency along with deepening understanding of foreign cultures. South Korean
companies are also making efforts to bring experienced foreigners into top management positions.
For example, POSCO, South Korea’s top steelmaker had two Americans on its board of directors as
early as 2010 (Beck and Dujarric 2010). Lee Charm, who was the head of the Korean Tourism
Organization from 2009 until 2013, is a German who was valued for bringing a European
perspective. He happened to take a Korean name after becoming a naturalized citizen of the country
(Breen 2017). While South Korea’s global integration initiatives are relatively new, their substantive




The last sentence of Pringle’s article for Japan Intercultural Consulting is quite telling. “True
globalization of Japanese companies is not just about exchange rates and productivity. Empowerment
of a diverse global workforce is a must” (Pringle, n.d.). There are many ways in which Japan can
become more globally integrated, but one way Japanese companies can facilitate this is by exhibiting
versatility and courage; exposing themselves to the growing pains associated with embracing diversity.
Some of the practices cited as problematic in this analysis have positive aspects to them, but their
usefulness has diminished with time. While this may be uncomfortable in the short term, Japanese
companies and by extension Japan as a country can gain much from more diverse perspectives and
ideas.
Leadership within Japanese companies seems to understand the importance of diversifying
human capital in efforts to globalize. A government survey of 263 senior executives conducted in
2010 found that the biggest challenge for globalization in Japan was the “securing and training of
human resources in Japan,” which suggests that there is an understanding of the importance of
bringing foreign talent to Japan (Iwatani, Orr and Salsberg 2011). The question is whether
Leadership is ready to make substantial changes to do so. Rakuten’s Mikitani and Shiseido’s Outani
proved that they were willing to do so and it seems that success is begetting success as they reap the
benefits of diversity.
Rethinking approaches that may have been successful during Japan’s postwar rise will be
necessary. There are some examples of steps toward global integration such as an increase in
international mergers and acquisitions or the adoption of English as a global corporate language.
That said, these changes have been slow and the approaches of many Japanese firms seem to be
“opportunistic and confused rather than strategic” (Iwatani, Orr and Salsberg 2011). While there are
a variety of changes that may be beneficial, a deliberate focus on utilizing human capital from
overseas can provide clear advantages and may represent one of the most effective ways of
globalizing Japanese companies as well as Japan as a whole.
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The truth of the matter is the actual number of foreigners in Japan may remain relatively low
for a number of reasons, but efforts to make the environment better could make all the difference. Just
as some Japanese companies have been able to thrive, others that have faltered still have the chance
to do the same; the question is whether the companies that must make significant changes are willing
to do so in order to achieve the type of growth that may not be quantifiable in a financial report. At
the end of the day these practices encourage growth on a number of levels. It seems what’s good for
cultivating global human capital will ultimately be good for Japanese employees, Japanese
companies and Japan as a whole as well.
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